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How do fashion brands deliver?
26 online fashion stores rated on their 
delivery experience

Paazl Delivery Experience Score
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Introduction

Buying fashion should feel like a treat. A moment to indulge. This comes as

nothing new to fashion retailers, who have long spent a great deal of money

and effort on creating beautiful stores. But then e-commerce came along,

changing the face of luxury shopping. Gone are the welcoming clerks. Enter

anonymous delivery drivers getting the goods to consumers.

How do you maintain a premium brand experience without this in-store

interaction? How can you translate your offline service to the online world

– especially when it comes to delivery? To find out we analyzed the delivery

services offered by 26 fashion brands and retailers active in the Benelux

area, summarized by the Paazl Delivery Experience Score. The score 

summarizes to what extent a store embraces the delivery options available 

today, and where there are still chances to improve.

The results offer a surprising, but inspiring look at the state of delivery

in one of the most mature e-commerce markets in the world. We have

included best practices plus examples of missed opportunities so you are

ready to start working on your delivery score tomorrow!
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Brands & retailers analyzed

For the analysis we picked a mix of fashion brands 

and retailers active in the Benelux area.
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Delivery information before checkout

Increasing conversion is all about eliminating uncertainties and delivery

might just be the area of where most questions arise. According to some 

studies, the extra costs of shipping top the list of reasons to abandon a 

shopping cart at check-out, as mentioned by 61% of consumers (Baynard,

2016). A study by FuturePay (2017) puts this number even higher at 86%.

An even more incredible 91% of consumers look for the available delivery

options before reaching the check-out (Honeywell, 2015). Bottom line:

shipping is a key consideration for online shoppers and burying this

information in your footer, on your FAQ page, or late in the check-out

process is a wasted opportunity.

Start communicating early: 
homepage & category pages
The moment and cost of delivery are amongst the top information

needs of shoppers navigating an online store. Answering these needs

as soon as possible is therefore advised. If applicable, be sure to include 

at least these logistical selling points on your home- and category pages:

·  Your (free) delivery pricing policy

·  Your return (pricing) policy

·  The cut-off time for the next available delivery date (“order before

 XX:XX to get your order tomorrow”)

·  Special delivery options, such as Click & Collect, same-day or   

 pickup points
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Best practice
Denham strikes a nice balance between providing enough information

while maintaining a minimalist design. Key delivery USPs are highlighted

with extra information hidden in a tooltip.

Room for improvement
Getting information on the costs or duration of shipping on the Nikkie

shop is not made easy as the information is hidden until landing in the 

check-out. This is a missed opportunity, because the free shipping policy 

deserves more attention!

50%

46%

27%

19%

provide delivery cost information 

on their homepage

provide delivery cost information 

on category pages

provide delivery time 

information on their homepage

provide delivery time 

information on category pages
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Get detailed on your product page
The product page is the place where you can get more detailed with

delivery information, taking into account product dimensions and stock

status. Research suggests that hidden delivery charges are amongst the

top reasons for visitors not to convert, so be sure to include the pricing

at all times. You might also disclose a breakdown of available delivery

options for a particular item, determined by requesting the visitor’s 

postal code. When offering Click & Collect or carriers’ pick-up points

you could also highlight the nearest pick-up locations on the product

page. A final pre check-out item you can include is a real-time estimate

of the nearest delivery date.

Best practice
Miss Etam re-emphasizes their logistical USPs on their product page,

including shipping costs, their free returns policy, real-time stock status

and a dynamic countdown to the cut-off time. These are all relevant in 

the journey of an online shopper.

77%

46%

27%

19%

provide delivery cost information 

on product pages

provide delivery cost information 

in their mini-basket

provide delivery time 

information on product pages

provide delivery time 

information in their mini-basket

2 left in stock
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Count down to the 
closest cut-off time
Order now, get it tomorrow! Creating a sense of urgency can be a real 

powerful weapon in getting your customers to convert. One way this can 

be done is by counting down to the upcoming cut-off time –the deadline 

for getting your order shipped today. Do note that this time may differ, 

depending on the day of the week, meaning you will have to change or 

hide the counter.

Best practice
Miss Etam uses the power of urgency in their check-out process by

counting down to the closest cut-off time.

Ordered within 05:10, 
delivered tomorrow

22:00
is the most common cut-off time 

for fashion retailers
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Delivery options in the check-out

Auto-fill address information
Auto-filling the address details based on the postal code has not one,

but two benefits. Not only does is make the check-out process faster and

easier for your consumer, it also eliminates manual typing mistakes that

might cause failed deliveries. Rubbish in, is rubbish out. One of the best

auto-fill tools uses the Google Maps API, offering users instantly global 

coverage. Note that auto-filling address details require you to change the

order in which data fields are filled out – Street and City will follow Postal

Code and House Number. Tip: always include a manual override.

Best practice
Belgian brand Bellerose uses Google-powered auto-fill on addresses in

their check-out, allowing customers to fill out all address details via

one simple search. Great!

65%
of fashion retailers auto-fill the 

address information 
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Free delivery
All studies on delivery preferences come to the same sobering conclusion: above all, shoppers want free delivery. Premium delivery options, pick-up points 

or easy returns are all well and good, but if you really want to impact conversion start by offering some form of free delivery.

In general, there are two ways retailers offer it: 1). Permanently free delivery or 2). Free delivery above a certain threshold value.

Best practice
Komono puts their strong shipping policy - free delivery and returns

- in the spotlight by mentioning it right next to their logo in the main

navigation. Loud and clear!

Room for improvement
Hunkemoller is amongst the few online retailers offering no form of free

home-delivery. To avoid this, paying customers are instead asked to 

pick-up items in-store.

7%

51-100

58%

35%

offer of fashion retailers offer no 

form of free delivery

The most common threshold is 

between 51 and 100 euros

offer free delivery over a certain 

order value threshold

offer unlimited free delivery on 

all orders

Home delivery EUR 
4,90
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Delivery subscription
Another form of free delivery we see more and more is the so-called delivery subscription. This trend was started by Amazon, who offer loyal customers

unlimited (fast) free delivery (and more benefits) in return for their annual Prime subscription fee. Various studies suggest that Prime-members spend 

more, and more often, at the online American retailer, leading other companies to follow their example. Brands and retailers that have introduced this 

subscription model include ASOS, De Bijenkorf and Bol.com. This model is most suited for retailers with a high percentage of loyal customers, who order 

multiple times per year. Pricing for the subscriptions vary, starting as low as €9.99 annually at De Bijenkorf (offering return on subscription cost after three 

purchases already). Typically, the subscriptions include extra perks such as premium delivery options.

Best practice
Kleertjes.com encourages moms and dads to repeat purchases by offering

an annual delivery subscription for €5.95.

Room for improvement
America Today could take a page from ASOS’ book as they have a 

similar audience, price range and inventory. ASOS offers a delivery 

subscription fee of £9.95 annually, which include unlimited premium 

delivery options such as next-day or nominated-day delivery. Surely, 

something to consider!
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Time-frame or delivery date indication
An increasing number of carriers offer estimates of delivery time-frames. Customers can choose in which time-frame the carrier will deliver on a nominated 

day, in a certain postal code area. This allows you to narrow down the infamous ‘nine-to-five’ time-frames to a more reasonable ‘between ‘09:00 and 13:00’. 

What if your carrier does not offer this service? Then you can always provide a real-time estimate of the delivery day by considering the order date, delivery 

throughput time and whether or not the cut-off time has passed. Do not forget holidays and weekends, as these will most likely delay the delivery date. We 

found that this is easier said than done: only 19% of the shops we analyzed show dynamic, real-time information on the actual delivery date.

Best practice
Denham takes much mental artithmetic out of ordering online by providing a real-time, dynamic estimate of the delivery date based on location, date and

time. A great addition to any check-out, especially when addressing an international audience.
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Delivery outside office hours
Evening delivery is amongst the fastest growing delivery services in e-commerce. Adapting to the high number of failed first time deliveries during the

day, carriers are adapting their workflow to delivery outside of office hours. Customers understandably embrace this trend and increasingly favor evening

delivery over standard daytime delivery services. Getting items ‘after dark’ is especially popular in Spain, the Netherlands and the UK. The French,

Scandinavians and Italians prefer different delivery methods instead (PostNord, 2016). It is worth mentioning that evening delivery typically comes at a 

higher cost, meaning it might affect margins when offered for free. In our sample of analyzed stores, the service was found at a slightly underwhelming 15% 

– plenty room for improvement!

Best practice
For an extra €1.50 customers at Van den Assem enjoy the benefits of

evening delivery, available on all business days. Combine this with the 

possibility of picking your own delivery date, scheduling your delivery is 

made extremely easy. A true premium delivery service!

Room for improvement
Vanilia is among the many retailers offering delivery on business days. 

A missed opportunity, as Saturday is a great moment to get things 

delivered for those working full-time. On the upside: the brands offer 

pick-up points as an alternative.
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Nominated day delivery
What is the point of next-day delivery if your next day off is the day after tomorrow? It is this logic that gave rise to the so-called nominated day

delivery, allowing customers to pick their own delivery date. But be aware: this seemingly simple service comes with some complexity behind the screens

(in addition to the rules mentioned under delivery day information):

• Carriers generally do not reserve parcels for delivery on a later date

• This means that the retailer is tasked with delaying dispatch of orders until after a certain number of days before the desired delivery date.

• Example: when using next-day delivery, you will have to ship the order one day before the delivery date chosen by the customer

Looking at these challenges it is easy to see why only 15% of the stores we have analyzed offer this option. But do consider it: looking at our data at Paazl we 

see that 22% of shoppers select a ‘delayed’ delivery date when given the opportunity.

Best practice
Miss Etam makes the life of their customers a lot easier by offering a

choice between multiple delivery days – including Saturday. This is the 

way forward!

Room for improvement
H&M offers a choice between regular, slower delivery or a next-day

option. Great! But when selecting the next-day option, things get a

bit confusing: in the fine printed letters you will read that the order 

cannot be delivered tomorrow, but will instead arrive three days later. 

Why would you even show this option?

Delivery moment Sorry, your order will no be 
delivered tomorrow but 3 days later

Evening delivery (Thu > Fri)
Do not deliver at neighbours
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Monday delivery
Traditionally, online orders placed during the weekend were only 

delivered earliest on Tuesday. With most warehouses closed during 

weekends, the first opportunity to pick, pack and ship orders is on 

Monday. This means that there is a gap of three days between order 

and delivery. This started to change when retailers were continuing 

operations on the weekends, and carriers adding weekend pick-ups at 

warehouses. Today, Monday delivery is still a relatively uncommon, but 

the popularity is growing fast. Note that extra costs may apply.

Best practice
Customers at Hunkemoller have six delivery days per week to choose

from, including the Monday. How convenient!
12%

offer the option to get products 

delivered on Monday
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Sunday delivery
With Monday delivery slowly becoming more common in e-commerce, 

it was of course only a matter of time before we would see the arrival of

Sunday delivery. Due to the high costs, the service is mostly reserved

for premium brands. It is likely that it is only a matter of time before 

seven day delivery is as common as stores being open all days of the 

week and online shoppers buying 24/7.

Best practice
Van Den Assem puts the ‘7’ in 24/7 by including the Sunday as a

delivery option for an extra €4.95.
8%

offer the option to get products 

delivered on Sunday
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Same-day delivery
We all have been in situations in which waiting for next-day delivery is not an option. Traditionally, this meant getting in your car and driving down to the 

brick-and-mortar store for some old-school shopping. This all changed with the arrival of same-day delivery, allowing customers to get their order just 

in time for tonight’s party. The demand for this premium service varies strongly between product categories, with an ‘urgent’ product naturally scoring 

higher. While logistics and e-commerce professionals were initially skeptical towards same-day delivery, an increasing amount of studies now suggest that 

the service has real impact on conversion and customer satisfaction. In the 2017 stakeholder report, Zalando suggests that shoppers who had their order 

delivered same-day take an average of 41%(!) less time to order again. Moreover, with the increasing popularity of the service, prices are dropping to a level 

that might soon fall below ‘regular’ delivery costs. Still, the service is a rarity among the shops we have analyzed – only seen in 16% of our samples.

Best practice
Josh V is really pushing the envelope with their Premium Delivery in the greater Amsterdam area. Order before 15:00 and you will get your items delivered

within hours by a fully suited up(!) courier.

Delivered within 3 hours
Try on at home
Courier brings multiple sizes
Couriers waits 20 minutes
Returns can be handed in 
immediately
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Pick-up as an alternative

Carrier pick-up points
A strong majority of online consumers prefer home-delivery to anything

else. Obviously, as this is perhaps the greatest benefit of online

shopping over visiting the physical store. Yet in practice, getting things

delivered to a home address turns out to be a serious challenge. 

It could happen that a customer is not at home when the courier rings 

the doorbell. Maybe the customer does not want to pay for a delivery at 

a specific time-slot. This is where pick-up points come to save the day. 

Today all major parcel carriers employ a network of pick-up locations, to

which customers can directly send their parcels – or pick it up themselves 

when they missed the courier.

35% 67%
of fashion stores offer pick-up 

points by a carrier

of those offering pick-up points 

do this via a map interface

.
The option is seen at over a third of the stores analyzed in the study. A

great start, but with plenty of room for improvement. For some who do

already offer the option, such as Vanilia and Chasin, there is also room

for improvement from a usability point of view. A best practice is to

include both a list and a map view so it is easy to find nearby pick-up 

locations – especially in urban areas. Using a carriers’ own pick-up 

point interface is not always the best solution for brands that are trying 

to create a unified experience, especially when the UX leaves much to be 

desired.
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Best practice
WE Fashion has both a list-view and a map view available for those

looking for a nearby pick-up points. It looks great and is easy to use!

Room for improvement
Even though Vanilia is amongst the few stores offering pick-up points,

its execution leaves something to be desired. The standard UPS pickup

point locator is not very easy to use or mobile friendly, plus it is not in 

line with Vanilia’s aesthetic branding. 
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Pick-up in store
Skipping the line. No uncertainty over availability. Instantly returning 

merchandise. For customers there are plenty of benefits to shopping 

online, and picking up their order in a local retail location. From a 

retailers’ perspective it is great to welcome customers in your own stores, 

where you have full control over the experience and can possibly sell 

additional items. A no-brainer then? 

Well apparently not, as only 38% of brands (with stores) analyzed offer 

the option to pick-up in-store. Especially for those brands with a strong 

offline footprint, such as PAUW or Cavollaro Napoli, this would be a 

great addition to the check-out.

Best practice
Hunkemoller shows its true omnichannel power with the ‘Reserve in-

store’ option, which is linked to the local stock information.

Room for improvement
With well over 20 retail locations, PAUW has a strong physical footprint

in the Benelux. A pick-up in-store option would therefore be a great

addition to their online channel.

38%
offer of fashion retailers offer 

collect in-store

Request a reservation of this product 
at this store
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Returns

Return costs
What do customers want when it comes to returns? We are guessing 

it is the same as their shipping needs – free services. Return costs are 

therefore an important driver of customer satisfaction and retention. 58% 

of brands analyzed see this potential and offer to pay for return shipping.

Best practice
Retailer PAUW knows how to translate their luxury in-store experience

to their e-commerce platform: unlimited free shipping and free returns 

set them apart.

Room for improvement
Floris van Bommel is amongst the higher-end brands analyzed, with

most items costing well over €150. A free returns policy would really

confirm their position in the top-tier of shoe brands.

58%
offer of fashion retailers offer 

free returns
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Returns period
The returns period has long been a topic of debate, both from a legal and commercial perspective. Much of this debate ended with the introduction

of pan-European rules on returns, stating that webshops should give consumers at least 14 business days to return an item. This is now the most common 

time-period used, followed by 27% of shops doubling the period to 30 days and 12% even offer a return period of 60 days. But is shorter always

better from a commercial point of view? Is this the solution to reduce return rates? New studies (Minnema, 2016) suggest that a longer period to return

items might well increase sales and decrease the amount of returned items. Reason for this counterintuitive findings is our psychological tendency to get

emotionally attached to items we own. A feeling that gets stronger as time progresses. Time to reconsider your returns strategy?

Best practice
Denham, as an example, offers a returns period of 60 days, giving 

customers plenty of time to reconsider.

Room for improvement
Filling Pieces is not clear on their returns policy, mentioning

a 14-day window on their FAQ page, but 30 days on their Returns

information page.
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Label in the box
A pre-printed returns label included with the order is amongst the most mentioned parts of a ‘perfect returns experience’ according to online buyers

(Comscore, 2016). It comes as no suprise then, that a majority of fashion brands (62%) include a ready-made return labels with each order in an effort to

please their loyal customers. But there is another key benefit to taking this extra step: visiblity. When you allow

customers to ship back items any way they please, your warehouse or customer service have zero insight into the returning merchandise. A true black box, 

which in the worst-case scenarios can lead to heated arguments with customers claiming they have sent back their purchased items already. So take action! 

By including your own labels in the box you will get notified as soon as a Track & Trace status is changing, allowing you to better track orders, plan our 

warehouse capacity and predict your stocked items. What are you waiting for?

Best practice
H&M includes not one, but two different prepaid labels with each order.

With a choice between PostNL and UPS returns locations, plus their own

retail network of physical stores, H&M makes returning a breeze.

Room for improvement
Marlies Dekkers “would like to emphasize that it is your own

responsibility to send the package to the address mentioned”. Not only a

hassle for the customers – it also creates a black box for the warehouse.

Return via PostNL or 
UPS Access Points
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Pick-up at the consumer
Want to offer your customers the ultimate convenience when it comes to returns? Duplicate the ease of home-delivery with ‘home-returns’, allowing 

customers to arrange a carrier to pick up their unwanted items. This option is not cheap, but is a real bonus – especially when you ship bulky or breakable 

goods. The service is not very common amongst the shops analyzed, as it is seen in 35% of the shops. But things might change following Zalando’s recent 

introduction of Return-on-Demand, which might take this service mainstream.

Best practice
Suits are not the most practical items to carry around. Suitsupply takes

the hassle out of returning their valuable items by offering free pick-up of

returns at the customer’s home.

Best practice
Zalando is taking returns to a new level with Returns-On-Demand,

allowing customers to select a window and location for pick-up. Those 

who living in Amsterdam or Rotterdam are even serviced within one 

hour!

Pick-up between 
8-12 of 15-21 in 
time-frames of two 
hours

Amsterdam & 
Rotterdam: pick-up 
between 8 and 21 
in one-hour time-
frames (even an 
hour from now)
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Scores on the Paazl Delivery Experience Index (max 100)
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Brand / Retailer Score Comments

America Today 32 / 100
America Today scores well on communicating the cut-off time for next day delivery, 30 day return policy and the low purchase 
value threshold for free shipping. All can be found in the top bar, which shows up on every page.

Bellerose 8 / 100
To learn anything about Bellerose’s delivery and returns policy you will need to visit the dedicated Shipping & Returns page. 
They do show the purchase value threshold for free shipping. We think there is plenty of room to feed more information 
regarding delivery to the customer in order to have a smooth online buyer experience.

Brunotti 40 / 100
The Brunotti webshop looks great! However, it could definitely do with showing information on delivery. It was a little bit 
difficult to find. It is especially worth mentioning that returning products in the Netherlands is free!

Cavallaro Napoli 30 / 100
Cavallaro Napoli is scoring most of its points its easy return policy. Excellent! To score more points on the Paazl Delivery Index, 
the webshop could offer more delivery options such as weekend delivery or picking it up in one of their brick-and-mortar 
stores.

Chasin’ 31 / 100
The Chasin webshop has a pleasant layout and it is easy to navigate. Where Chasin could score points on the Paazl Delivery 
Index is if they would offer their delivery information throughout the website, instead of just in the FAQ.

Denham 53 / 100
Free delivery and free returns up to 60 days? Denham The Jeanmaker knows these options play an important role in the online 
buying process. Denham could benefit more if they can combine their offline and online efforts: Click and Collect. Also we are 
missing the non-standard delivery options such as weekend delivery and nominated day delivery.

Essentiel Antwerp 22 / 100
Like many other online shops, Essentiel Antwerp focuses on its products and does not include shipping information until 
shoppers arrive on the product page. Room for improvement. A big plus is that they offer free returns!

Filling Pieces 18 / 100
What we feel is great about Filling Pieces’ online shop is that shipping is free and they have a cut-off time of 22:00 h. to get 
your shoes the next day. However, to get to this information you will need to visit their FAQ - a great chance to improve. Also, 
more premium delivery options would align with the high-end position of the brand.

Floris Van Bommel 12 / 100
It is clear that the webshop put most focus on its high-end products. Of course you do not want to distract your shoppers when 
they are browsing through the shop. However, it would be beneficial if delivery information is shown to the customers as part 
of the shopping journey. The brand would also benefit from adding extra delivery options. 

G-Star RAW 57 / 100
G-Star really confirms their status of an A-list brand when it comes to delivery. Options are plentiful and information is provided 
throughout the buying process.

Goosecraft 23 / 100
The majority of the scored points come from Goosecraft’s free shipping policy. This is communicated throughout the shop. 
If you want to know more about its delivery policy you will have to visit the FAQ, costing points. The premium pricing also 
warrants some premium delivery options.

H&M 44 / 100 
H&M embraces the power of delivery options, offering multiple delivery speeds. Execution leaves some things to be desired 
nonetheless: finding out your order will not be delivered next-day was hidden in fine print.

Hunkemöller 51 / 100 
Hunkemöller is scoring many points on its delivery options. A higher score is easily attainable if they would provide their 
delivery options throughout the customer’s journey. Another nice-to-have option for customers is to choose that the intimate 
products will not be delivered to the neighbors.
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Brand / Retailer Score Comments

JoshV 34 / 100
Josh V is all about living the luxury life. This really translates into their delivery offering, where we find the truly unique Deluxe 
Delivery – a courier bringing multiple sizes and waiting outside for you to try items on. Inspiring!

Kleertjes 41 / 100
Kleertjes.com score points with pick-up points, a low threshold for free delivery and including a returns label in the box. Bonus 
points are added to the availability of a Delivery Subscription – still a relatively rare sight.

Komono 33 / 100
Free shipping and free returns and a nice looking website! What else can an online customer ask for? Consider adding an 
estimated delivery date so the customer knows when to expect their parcel from Komono or the option to pick-up a parcel.

Marlies Dekkers 21 / 100
The Marlies Dekkers webshop can easily score more points by showing their delivery options more prominently on their pages. 
Now it is buried in the footer and on its product pages. A nice option would be to offer nominated delivery dates or time-frames 
to help buyers plan their romantic night. Another plus would be the choice to not have your intimates delivered to neighbors.

Miss Etam 72 / 100
This makes us happy! According to the Paazl Delivery Index Miss Etam is scoring full marks when it comes to informing its 
shoppers about delivery time and costs. They make sure there are no surprises regarding shipping throughout the customer 
journey. If we may point to one improvement; to make use of a map interface for pickup points. 

Nikkie 7 / 100
The Nikkie website is a real attention grabber as it starts out immediately with a large video. The shop focuses on its vast 
assortment of product offerings. Unfortunately, the brand is leaving points on the table by hiding the delivery information and 
options. The free shipping is certainly worth mentioning to its shoppers!

PAUW 21 / 100
Most of PAUW’s points come from its free shipping and returns policy, which is communicated clearly throughout the website. 
What would boost PAUW’s performance is if they can offer collect in-store and at pick-up points. Having more delivery options 
also would not hurt.

Suitsupply 53 / 100
With high-end products customers expect high-end service. Suitsupply is really answering to these demands. Free shipping on 
all orders, a late cut-off time 23.00 and excellent returns conditions make this a great buying experience.

Supertrash 15 / 100
When going through the Supertrash webshop it is clear that want to focus mainly on the products. Fair enough. The customers, 
however, do not find out about the delivery policy until they visit the product page.. Supertrash can also ramp up their score by 
adding more delivery options.

Van Den Assem 69 / 100
Van den Assem is a true premium player, both offline and in their e-commerce proposition. Customers are welcomed with a 
unrivaled array of delivery options – all 7 days of the week, including evenings. Click & Collect plus pick-up points are the cherry 
on their omnichannel pie. 

Vanilia 56 / 100
Well done, Vanilia! They are offering free shipping and returns and you can ship your purchased goods to your desired pick-up 
point. However, you will not find this information until you arrive on the product page. The pick-up point locator in the check-
out also deserves better UX.

WEFashion 54 / 100 
WEFashion’s webshop looks crisp, which we really like. They have a strong omnichannel presence and offer in-store pickup as 
well as other pickup points. Not to forget, WE is offering free returns – adding up tot a score well above average.

Zalando 68 / 100 
Of course this e-commerce behemoth is scoring high on the Paazl Delivery Index. Zalando is a true delight for shoppers with its 
free delivery on a huge product assortment.
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